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Abstract: In the recent era, the most challenging task to any IT field or a company is to consistently progress and maintain the standards as for quality and also to develop the software systems efficiently. In most of the projects related to software, due to the constraints of time and value, testing is mostly to be neglected. However, manual testing increases time, cost, and is therefore not economical. Software testing primarily involves execution of a program to seek out errors. Effective testing creates top quality code. Automation testing, otherwise called Test Automation, is a point at which product is tested using software by writing scripts. This is a process of automation wherein the manual steps are automated through the software. Manual Testing requires an individual’s effort to be spent in front of a computer for careful execution of test scenario steps. Testing scenario that undergo Automation requires Automation tool for the execution of the test cases. The software of automation gives us an added advantage of testing the system by entering the test data, wherein the results of actual are compared with the expected results to generate detailed test reports. Automation Testing focuses on the key area where the test case suites are executed in a quicker and repeated manner when compared with running the test cases manually.

Index Terms: Automation Testing, Manual Testing, Test scenario, test data

I. INTRODUCTION

Software development life cycle involves requirement collection, feasibility study, design, developing the code, verifying or testing and maintainability. In Software development life cycle, testing is a most important step, which is done to make sure that our product is up to the customer need. Testing can be done either manually or through automation. It is impossible to automate all the features. There are certain areas where test cases can be automated. The applications where the user performs actions like either logging in for a form or registering or submitting forms, the work flow of an application, In the area where we can get to see the large variety of users who wants to have the parallel access to the software, all of these can be automated. Also, the Graphical user interface (GUI) items, connectivity with the databases, Communication protocols, network interfaces, stored procedures as per requirement can be automated.

A. The need for automation

We need to automate because it saves time and money. Manual tester spends lot of time and effort with the system and need to cautiously observe the screens of the application, tries different combinations for the same input and forms of usage, verifies the actual outcomes with the behavior that is expected and captures their perceptions. All of these can be replaced with the Automation Testing. This can also completely suppress human error. Since the software development will have different cycles the software, tests may often need to be repeated, so if tests are once created then they can be reused multiple times. Also, they may be used to execute tests that are not possible to carry out by manual testing.

B. Prerequisites to work on automation

Firstly, the suitable automated testing tool is to be selected, then decide which user scenarios to Automate. Test Early and Test Often. Automation Testing can also follow phases similar to the SDLC model, which involves Requirement analysis, scenario development, test case development and testing. Test data needs to be of good quality for example: (a) Data that fits the use case correctly (b) a set of wrong data (c) A set of data that can crash the application (d) Negative test data (e) Boundary value data (f) Outside the boundary on both sides. Always the automated tests must be resistant to changes in the UI. Automation test cases should have a valid title, which are grouped logically. As a result of this, access of test cases will be easier and reader friendly and finally it must be able to launch automated tests in CI/CD pipeline.

C. Goal of the Test Automation

The basic aim of any Test Automation in the industries is to establish software reliability, increase productivity, to find bugs in early stage, regression to ensure no breakage in functionality and to cover performance tests. In order to achieve the Test Automation goals, we need to ensure that script design goals are met. Following are the script design goals: (1) Easy to understand (2) Re-use: The automated test scripts should be written in a generic way, so that they can be reused in other test cases (3) Reliability: Apart from being software wise “reliable”, the automated tests do what it is really supposed to test, to give required confidence, making it reliable for program management to take milestone decisions (4) Testability (5) Usability.
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It describes the ease of use of the scripts and its understandability. (6) Maintainability: simple to the level that basic programming knowledge is sufficient.

**II. RELATED WORK**

In the recent world as of today, there are infinite number of applications in software, which are written as part of web-based applications that run on the browsers. Wide range of tools are available for automation in the current market. Among the tools available, the most commonly known tool is the selenium tool suite. It is a mixture of testing tools related to the automation. The most dominating advantage over other testing tools is that it allows the testers to use the different framework for unlike test cases. The main goal is in finding the most suitable tool in the selenium suite and then with the similar other tools, they are compared for the similar tasks. Selenium is a suite and is not a single tool for the automation. It consists of four kinds of tools: First tool is for the development known as selenium IDE, secondly is the selenium remote control (RC), thirdly is for web drive and last is selenium grid. Selenium is an openly available source tool that is also portable in nature. The Selenium testing framework also supports a variety of programming languages. The projects that require the need for automation can use this Selenium tool. The automation suite is kept flexible which gives an added advantage to the enterprises for testing in case of a design layer using the accelerators [1].

The test suite of the automation can be executed in a frequent and quicker manner, which is worthwhile in terms of the cost and maintenance for the software products. The main objective is to find the procedure for the design of test scripts and the execution and analysis for the scripts that are failed. A predefined framework that is hybrid in nature is defined for the different types of failures. According to the recent survey, it is seen that it is not possible to cover 100% of the test automation with any of the tool available. For efficient performance with respect to execution time, we can see that executing parallelly can also be implemented [2].

The keyword-driven approach that provides an adaptive framework for mapping the test cases for keyword-based with the different ways of test scripts for different kinds of test environments is discussed. There is something called as the keyword-driven technique that is proposed in this paper, that enables the test cases to run consequently as per the requirements. A test case comprises of steps that needs to be followed, data for the test and the result that is actually expected. A novel framework, containing three layers that are test driver layer, automation engine layer, and test execution layer is proposed [3].

As a result of increasing complexity of the automation systems which include software components, it requires continuous and structured approaches to test the systems. In the IT field the development of the automation systems can use TFD- Test-First Development which is promising approach that mainly focuses on automating the tests for the various components of software. On proceeding with this approach, the TFD fulfilled the expectations of Test–Driven automation which covered the component structure that included the aspects for diagnosis, testing and functional requirements. This approach also ensures the enhancement of the process, product quality and hence the project in the field of automation [4].

**III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

The framework for automation testing is based on level wise. It consists of three layers such as Low level, Module level & High-level layers, which are loosely coupled. The low-level module is designed to use API’s to perform the basic actions like Click, Select, etc., These are common for all the controls. For the module level there is a need of the low-level API’s for developing the scripts to perform actions on any particular control. In case of High level, it takes care of arranging the module levels in a sequential order to perform the test case in a workflow as per the requirement. The framework supports multiple technologies like python, c#, java, etc., and automation tools like QF-Test, Test Complete, etc., this framework uses a Keyword driven approach, which is used to separate test cases from coding. Methods are written in the scripts that are used to perform actions on the application. The method names here refer to the keywords. To cover scenario keywords must be arranged in the required sequence in a file. This file is the test case and is separated from the actual scripts. This approach gives flexibility in terms for reusability, adaptability, transparency and maintenance.

The algorithm for automation process:

Step 1: Design the test case scenarios by referring the feature and its requirements.

Step 2: Develop the module levels/scripts for the actions to be performed by using the automation tool and arrange them in a required order to create the test case scenario.

Step 3: Execute the created test case. Ensure that verification points are being checked correctly. Check post conditions. Verify the invalid data sets.

Step 4: Run the tests to ensure software/scripts run repeatedly without software failures or crashes.

The software application that is developed using different technologies for example C, C++, C#, Java, requires a tool to automate that is capable of supporting all the technologies and hence should provide a single testing solution. The automation tools that can be selected for these kinds of requirements are Test Complete, QF-Test. Test Complete is an automated testing environment provided by Smart Bear Company for a wide range of desktop, web and mobile application types and technologies. It supports scripting in multiple languages. Test Complete can be selected because a single tool is required which is capable of testing the complete environment of the application software and should be capable of supporting modular scripting. Test Complete is compatible and is a feasible solution for testing a software as it supports testing of different technologies.
Fig. 1 shows the Test Automation Framework which consists of Test Runner, Tools that are used for automation and Test execution reports. Test Runner is a part of automation framework, which supports the following: Execute test cases developed with multiple automation tools at a time to support multiple technology, UI and console mode of execution, archiving and reporting of test results. Python scripting is used to develop Module levels in Test Complete.

Algorithm to be considered prior to development of test case scenarios:
Step 1: Setup the environment close to the customer deployment.
Step 2: Understand the preconditions and assumptions.
Step 3: Understand the expected behavior.
Step 4: The data to be used must be designed which must include critical values, boundary values, valid and invalid data.
Step 5: Design the test to check the behaviors and states. Clearly identify verification points and post conditions.

A. Developing Scripts
To develop the module levels, the modular scripting methodology is followed. Modular scripting means developing each action on a control as a separate method or script. There are modules where each module and the functionality of that is handled individually or separately which can be achieved by creating the small, individual scripts that symbolize the modules, its sections and functionalities of the test that are given for the particular application. The scripts that are hence created are related to each other in hierarchy in order to build the tests that are lager in size for the better understanding of the specific test case. These modules are written in Python using test complete tool.

The test complete tool looks as shown in the Fig. 2. One can open a new project or existing project and open the required file. The UI to which the module needs to be created is identified and the unique ID of the UI must be obtained. To identify a unique id of the UI, use the spy option provided by test complete as shown in Fig. 3 above.

Click on the spy button, upon which an object spy window appears. There will be two options to spy: Select any one and refer the description to get the properties of the control. Use any of the suitable properties of the control (like AWTComponentName and the JavaFullClassName) and write the method to perform respective action of the control. It’s recommended not to use Mapped Name as a property as it was found to leak memory.

B. Developing Method in Python
Modules or methods can be developed in Python by using the control properties; class structure should be followed while developing.

The method developed must be unit tested before it can be used, also stress testing (i.e., testing in multiple iterations) must be done to ensure proper working. Once all the required methods are ready, test case files can be developed.

The sample syntax for method is as below:
```python
#@ClassName: ClassName
ClassName: ClassName
#@MethodName: MethodName
#@Argument1: Argument name to be seen by end user
#@Argument2: Argument name to be seen by end user
#@Options: Options if any
#@Help: Help to use the method if required
def MethodName (arg1, arg2...):
    .......Required code....
```
C. Developing Test cases

Test cases are developed by using keyword driven approach. It divides the test case into test item, test step and test case.

Test Item: A test item is a smallest unit of automation framework. It contains an action to be performed on a control.

The Fig. 4 shows test item that represents an action to enter user name. It consists of,
Tool Name - Name of the tool through which the method is written.
Execution Status - It represents whether the test item should be executed. It can have Yes or No value.
Method Call - It represents a call to the method. It must be mentioned as ClassName.MethodName.
Argument Name - It represents the name of the argument.
Argument Value - It represents value to the argument mentioned. In case of multiple arguments, the same syntax for argument name and value should be followed, separated by a comma.

Test Step: A test step might contain one or more Test items. To represent a test step, a hash tag sentence is added, which represents a combined functionality of multiple steps.

For example, in the below sample, the end action of three test items is application log in. Therefore, the three items can be combined in a single step and a name for the test step is given with a hash tag.

#Login to application as user
TestComp,Yes | LoginPage.EnterUserName.username?user
TestComp,Yes | LoginPage.EnterPassword.password?pwd
TestComp,Yes | ClickOnOkButton

Test Case: Test case consists of a combination of multiple test steps which are required to complete the scenario. Every Test case might have precondition and post condition steps as required. In precondition, all the pre requisites for the test case like system settings desired must be done (Optional). In post condition, the changes done during execution must be reverted and should be able to handle any failures and should keep the application in a state ready for next use case execution (Optional).

D. Writing Keywords

For each test scenario, a Metadata file must be written which should contain the test step name (Keyword) mapped to an Action, Expected, Positive and Negative Results.

For the example of application login, the keyword is mapped as:
Keyword: #Login to application as user
Action: Enter the username and password
Expected: User shall be logged in to application successfully
Positive result: It is possible to login to application as user
Negative result: Login to application as user failed

Once the test case files and the module level scripts are ready, the test case needs to be tested through the runner.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

After running the automation test cases the test results reports are generated. The results can be viewed in the specific tool itself as shown in Fig 5, which is the log file provided in Test Complete tool. Different tools will have their own form of displaying logs or results. The test log is opened automatically once the test execution is completed. The detailed log is generated which gives the details of each action that is performed, the name of the test, the start time and end time at which the action was performed, the total time taken to run the test, its priority, the information about the errors occurred, number of warnings, indication of pass or fail of particular tests and also the causes of the failed tests etc. It gives summary of test execution.

The test reports are also generated, which will be in the xml form. These reports contain information about whether the test cases are passed or failed. It will also have details of date and time when the test cases were executed. Fig. 6 shows one such test result report.
Fig 6. Test result report

V. CONCLUSION

In Product engineering cycle, testing is the main step. The overview of the automation and manual testing is given in this paper wherein automation has lot more advantage over manual where the effort spent by an individual matter. The automation has several tools available in the market to pick up and to start testing on the application. Testing tools help us to perform regression tests and also, they automate the generation of data to be set up, installation of a product, provides interaction for GUI and defect logging. Tools are specifically selected based on the type of application that needs to test. Hence, particularly specific applications are tested on automation framework. Some of the tools are Test Complete, QF-Test, and Selenium etc. For a tool to be selected it needs to be tested and verified from an application point of view. Since the applications today will be developed using different technologies specifically for desktop applications, the tool that supports for multiple languages is preferred. Because of which the Test Complete tool is focused in this paper. The tool is user friendly and supports modular scripting. The framework supports the execution of test cases written in multiple tools.
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